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Free Essay: There are three ways in which one is able to find truth: through to find truth, as well as the British empiricist
David Hume with his usage of RenÃ© Descartes was the first philosopher to show more content Finding truth and
knowledge comes from the individual themselves, not necessarily from God.

Schuster treats Descartes' metaphysical arguments as a kind of afterthought. Pure intellect operates
independently of the brain or body; imagination and sense perception depend upon the body for their operation
as does corporeal memory. This problem vexed not only Descartes, who admitted to Elisabeth that he didn't
have a good answer , but it also vexed Descartes' followers and other metaphysicians. Indeed, how do particles
themselves cohere? It is as if this very evident perception is then to be balanced with the uncertain opinion that
God might be a deceiver  Bealer, G. The medieval theory worked well in its own day. Having extracted clarity
and distinctness as the criterion of truth at the beginning of the Third Meditation, Descartes immediately calls
it into question. But why suppose such a being, for it may be I myself am capable of producing them?
Parkinson ed. As compelling as the correspondence theory of truth seems, skeptics immediately see one major
flaw with it: we do not have access to the world of facts. By contrast, Descartes affirmed that the truths of
mathematics and metaphysics are grasped by the intellect operating independently of the senses and without
need for assistance from the faculty of imagination. Does Descartes endorse it, or not? If I am an eye witness
to a crime, how can I tell for sure what I really saw? He developed the coordinate system, explained blood
circulation and rainbows. Such persons will look upon this body as a machine made by the hands of God,
which is incomparably better arranged, and adequate to movements more admirable than is any machine of
human invention. In ancient times, skeptics challenged the claims of Plato and Aristotle and their followers, as
well as those of the Stoics ; and during the Renaissance similar challenges were raised against the claims of
Scholasticism and Calvinism. The sad fact is I can never reach beyond my perceptions and see the world as it
really is. And, therefore, I know that nothing of all that I can embrace in imagination belongs to the knowledge
which I have of myself, and that there is need to recall with the utmost care the mind from this mode of
thinking, that it may be able to know its own nature with perfect distinctness. How are our experiences related
to our bodies and brains? Physical objects are not in space, but these objects are spatially extended. These are
the ones most associated with skepticism. In which case we cannot acquire the concept of that colour by
abstracting the common feature of our experience. The dreams themselves are interesting and complex see
Sebba  Alexander, J. Since God has set up the system of mindâ€”body union, shouldn't God be held
accountable for the fact that the senses can misrepresent how things are? There is required, besides this, the
assurance that all objects which we clearly and distinctly think are true really exist in that very mode in which
we think them; and this could not be established previously to the Fourth Meditation. In short, there is no
knowledge other than that obtained by sense observation. But, meanwhile, I feel greatly astonished when I
observe the weakness of my mind, and its proneness to error. This type is called epistemological skepticism.
In fact, his explanations in the World and the subsequent Principles made little use of the three laws of motion
in other than a qualitative manner. With trivial issues, such as the truth concerning the color of my car, I may
be willing to simply pretend that I have direct access to the world of facts and blindly trust my senses. Boyle,
D. Finally, in the Sixth , the act of the understanding intellectio is distinguished from that of the imagination
imaginatio ; the marks of this distinction are described; the human mind is shown to be really distinct from the
body, and, nevertheless, to be so closely conjoined therewith, as together to form, as it were, a unity. Even if
no human being ever existed, it would still be true that "All bachelors are unmarried men" based on the
meaning of the words themselves. But the vicissitudes of life may require judgments in less than optimal
circumstances, or we may decide to judge even though we lack a clear perception. Similarly, any act of will
present in an intellectual substance also is available to consciousness, because it is of the essence of such a
substance to perceive its own states  If one is to truly understand the philosophy of Hume and Descartes, one
must understand what they would do with crummy roads as civil engineers in Montreal. But then sometimes a
new scientific theory comes along that is so radical and far reaching in its consequences that it forces scientists
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to throw out many of their underlying assumptions about the world and set things on a dramatically new
course. When Descartes heard of them, he set out to find an explanation. To this end, he went to Poitiers to
study law, obtaining a degree in  Ideas invented by us, such as our idea of a hippogriff, are created by us from
other ideas we possess. Carruthers , p. But yet, since I was there desirous to avoid the use of comparisons
taken from material objects, that I might withdraw, as far as possible, the minds of my readers from the senses,
numerous obscurities perhaps remain, which, however, will, I trust, be afterward entirely removed in the
Replies to the Objections : thus among other things, it may be difficult to understand how the idea of a being
absolutely perfect, which is found in our minds, possesses so much objective reality i.


